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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group generated by its involutions. Let B be a subset 
of G, which contains some involutions. B is said to be 2-powerful in G 
provided every involution in G commutes with some involution from B. 
In [4], we considered (B) dihedral of order 2~2, n odd. Here we concern 
ourselves with two types of restrictions, namely, (B) is abelian, and / B j < 3. 
Except for Lemma 3.4, this paper is independent of [4]. 
When (B) is abelian and 2-powerful in G, we conjecture that (B) r\ O,(G) 
is nontrivial. In this respect, Alperin, generalizing a result of Shult [3], 
proves in [ 11: I f  V is a fours subgroup in G and V intersects O,(G) trivially, 
then there is an involution of G, conjugate to an element of V, which commutes 
with no involution of V. 
Our results may be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a nontrivial elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G 
such that B intersect O,(G) trivially. Then, in each of the following cases, 
there is an involution of G that commutes with no involution of B, (i) ( B 1 < 8, 
(ii) G is 2’-constrained, (iii) B = S,(G), (iv) for every b E B, Co(b) is 2 or 
2’-constrained and B _C Z(S) for some &-subgroup of Co(b), 
In another direction by using some of our previous results we prove 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a subset of G consisting of three involutions. I f  
O,,,(G) is trivial, then there exists an involution in G that does not commute 
with any of the elements of B. 
*Part of these results was presented to the 2nd School of Algebra, held at the 
Institute de MatemPtica Pura e Aplicada in Rio de Janeiro, during June-July of 1972. 
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Most of our notation and concepts are from [2]. Let x, y E G, and S be 
a subset of G. Sometimes we will write 
X%Y, for x centralizes y, 
XVY, for x does not centralizes y, 
XXY, for x inverts y, 
xv s, for x centralizes S, 
x fails S, for JyEES:xVy. 
For the rest of the paper, G will denote a finite group generated by its 
involutions. 
2. B ABELIAN 
We begin with a theorem on the local structure of G. When B is a 2- 
powerful subgroup in G and no proper subgroup of B is ‘L-powerful, B is 
said to be minimal 2-powerful in G. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let B be an elementary abelian 2-subgroup of G, which 
is minimal 2-powerful in G. Let B, be a maximal subgroup of B, N = N,(B,), 
and let Q be a 2’-subgroup of G normalized by B. Then 
(i) B C O,(N); indeed, [x, b14 is trivial for all x E N, and b E B; 
(ii) [Q, B] is trivial. 
Proof. (i) We may assume ( B 1 > 2. Let B, be a maximal subgroup 
of B and b, E B - B, . We will show that bIbIS is a 2-element for all x E N. 
Then, by using a well-known theorem of Baer, b, E O,(N) will follow. 
Since B is minimal 2-powerful in G, there exists 01 an involution that 
fails B,,#. Choose some arbitrary x E N. Then 01 centralizes a unique element 
from B,b,” that will be denoted by b,(x)b15. Let H,, = (b,(l)b, , b,(x)bIz), 
a, = b,(l) b,,(x) bIbI”, and /3 = b,(l) b,ol. If HO is abelian, then, since 
b,” g B, , ao2 = 1 = (b,b,z)a. Hence, without loss, H,, is nonabelian. Since 
/3 fails B,,#, /3 may replace OL in the above argument and we denote the element 
of BobI” that is centralized by p, by b,‘(x)b,*; then, b,‘(x) # b,(x). Let 
ZYr = (b,(l)b, , b,,‘(x)blm), and let a, = b,,(l) b;(x) b,b,@. H1 is nonabelian, 
OL normalizes Hr, and (Y inverts a,. Let H, = <H,, , H,); then, Hz = 
H,, + (b,(x) b,,‘(x)). Since OL inverts a, and a is trivial on H,/Z(H,), aI E Z(H,) 
follows; so, aI4 = 1 and (bIbIs) E B, . Hence, we have, bI E O,(N); also, 
as B, C O,(N), B C O,(N). 
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Let a = b,b,” and suppose o(u) > 4. Denote the subgroups of (a) of 
orders 2 and 4 by (z) and (a’), respectively. Suppose that z E B, . Since 
a centralizes B,, , A = B,(b, , 4~‘) is a subgroup of N, and [A : B] = 2. 
Clearly, A is nonabelian. bia’ is conjugate to 4 in (a, 6,) if o(u) > 8. If 
o(u) = 4, then a = (a’)*i and clearly, 6,~’ is conjugate to b, in N. Thus, 
B’ = (B, , 4~‘) is 2-powerful in G, B # B’, and [A: B’] = 2. However, 
the fact that 01 fails B,*i implies that A is abelian. A contradiction is reached 
and thus, z $ B,, . Since from the previous paragraph we have that (~,ZJ,“)~ E B, , 
(&“)4 = 1 is reached. 
(ii) Let Q be a minimal counterexample. Then, by a theorem of 
Wielandt [2, Theorem 6.2.21, Q is a p-group for some odd prime p. Since 
j B ] > 2, we use [2, Theorem 53.161 to conclude that Q = (Co(b) 1 b E Be). 
By the minimality of Q, Q = C,(b) for some b E B#. Now, this reduction 
may be repeated until C,(Q) = B, , where B, is some maximal subgroup 
of B. Let b, E B - B, ; then, b, inverts some x E Q#. However, as x E N,(B,) 
and B !& O,(N), we have contradicted part (i). 
The hypothesis of the previous theorem will be maintained in its corollaries. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose every involution in G normalizes some maximal 
subgroup of B. Then, B C O,(G). 
Proof. Suppose that there exists b an element in B - O,(G). Then, 
b inverts some nontrivial x in G of odd order. Let 01 = bx, and let B,, be a 
maximal subgroup of B that is normalized by 0~. The x normalizes B, and 
so, B ,Q WNo(B,,)); th is contradicts the previous theorem. 
A special case of this corollary is 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let / B 1 < 4. Then, B _C O,(G). 
The next two theorems yield Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let B be an elementary ubeliun 2-subgroup of G, of order 
at most eight. If B is 2-powerful in G, then B n O,(G) is nontrivial. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2, it suffices to consider the case where 1 B ) = 8 
and B is minimal 2-powerful in G. 
(1) By Theorem 2.1, if an element b in Bg inverts w, some element 
of G of odd order, then 1 CB(w)l = 2. Say w %7 b’ for some b’ E B#. Now, 
if 01 is an involution in G and a! 9? (w, b), then bwa %? b” for some b” E B. 
Thus, bb%b V b” and so, b” V {b”a, bW-%, w}. Hence, b’ = b”, 
(2) Suppose B n O,(G) is trivial. Then, we have the following con- 
figuration: (xl , h) + <h), (x2 , h) + C&J, <x3, 42 + <b4), where for 
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i = 1,2,3, bi E B, b, # xi , and xi E G# has odd prime order. Since b,b, 4 xl , 
b,b, may replace b, in this configuration. 
In the following steps, we will reduce 0(x1) to 3. 
(3) Let Y = {b?“a IO < i < 0(x1)). If two distinct elements from Y 
commute with some element b, of B+, then b$ % (xl , 4). 
By (l), b,“l’ V b, ; so, b, % (x2), and b, V (x1 , 4) follows. Again by (l), 
b, = b, ; an absurdity is reached; that is, Y is mapped injectively (by com- 
mutation) into B#. Hence, we have, 0(x1) < 7. 
(4) We claim that b, E B - (b, , b,). Clearly, b, # b, . Suppose that 
b, = b, . Then, bpd3”2, where i + 0 (mod 0(x1)), commutes with some 
b, E B#. Thence, 
The latter fact contradicts (3). 
(5) Let Y’ = (bp’“s j 0 < i < 0(x1)}. Let y = b>“s be an element 
of Y’. Then, y ‘iip b, . Ify g b,jb, (i = 0 or l), then: yba % b$b, , b:l’ V (x2 , bz), 
and b?’ V b, ; the last commutation is impossible. Thus, Y’ is mapped by 
commutation into B - (b, , b3). Consequently, 0(x3 < 5. 
(6) b$“l> is abelian. Let x2’ = x;‘xax, , b,’ = x;‘bexI . We note that 
b, 9 xi, and b,’ V (xs’, b,). These facts imply that for some b, E B#, 
6, %? {x2’, b;}. N ow, as b,’ % b, , we have that b,’ Q b, or b,b, . Let us suppose 
the latter. Then, (xlb3)2 = (b3x1)2 holds. Let H = (xlb, , b,x,>, and let 
z = (xlb$, Then, H = (x r , b3), B normalizes H, z is central in H, and 
b,x,b, = x;%. Also, z # (xl), since b, does not normalize (xl>. Also, we 
have that zbl = (x;‘bJ2 = (b,xlz-1)2 = z-l. Therefore, (b, , b3) centralizes 
{a, b,) and this contradicts (1). Similarly, x;‘b,x,i V 6, for all i; that is, 
b3<+‘) is abelian. 
(7) We my assume, b, = b, or bib, . By (4) b, E B - (b, , b3). The 
conclusion follows since one may replace b, by b,b, in (2). 
(8) 0(x1) = 3: by (6), b:“z> is abelian. In any case, b$Q is abelian. 
As bp E Y - Y’, Y’ is mapped by commutation into B - {(b2, b3) u (b,)). 
Hence, o(xJ = 3. 
(9) Contradiction. Let H = (B, x1), and let V = b$‘l). Then, Z(H) = 
(b, , b3b2bi;‘), H/Z(H) E Sym(4), and [V, x1] = (b,b>, b,bg;‘). Let 01 = 
x,b, ; then, 01 fails (b, , b3)+. Suppose that a %’ bXlb,ibJ for some i, i E (0, l}; 
then, b,“lb,ib,i %? {(xa , b, , 6,)). Since b, = b, or b,b, , we get that bp V b, 
and xl V b, ; the last commutation is impossible. C,(a) contains an involution 
from each of PI, B”?; so 01%’ {blcl , bz;lc,), where c, E: (bp, be) and 
~2 E 0 t?, 6,). Therefore, there exists v and element of [V, x1] such that, 
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a” %T x1 . Now, since 01” fails (be, 6,)#, a* %‘b,c, for some c E (6, , b,)“. 
If c $ (b,), then, [V, xi] 5 C’,(U), which is impossible. Therefore, 
ala V (x1 , b,b,i), where i = 0 or 1. Finally, a contradiction is obtained, 
since av %? 6, and xs %? b, . The proof is finished. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let B be an elementary abelian 2-powerful subgroup of G. 
Any of the following conditions imply that B n O,(G) is nontrivial. (i) G 
2’-constrained; (ii) B = S,(G); (iii) For every b E B#, Co(b) is 2 or 2’-con- 
strained and B _C Z(S) for some S,-subgroup S of C,(b). Indeed, ;f (iii) holds 
and B is minimal 2-powerful in G, then B C O,(G). 
Proof. (i) Let O,,(G) = R, R = O,(G)K, K a Hall 2’-subgroup of R, 
and H = RB. Suppose that B n O,(G) is trivial. Then, B is 2-powerful 
in R, where f7 = H/O,(G). To verify this claim, it is sufficient to check 
it for possibly new involutions. Suppose (hb)2 E O,(G) for some K E K# 
and b E B#. b” commutes with some b, E B#. As 6 inverts h in p, we get 
that s/i2 %’ &,, ; consequently, K and 2 commute with 6,, . Let Bl be a subgroup 
of B such that & is minimal 2-powerful in n. Then, by Theorem 2.1, 
[& , R] is trivial; that is, B, C O,(G); a contradiction is reached. 
(ii) By J. Walter’s classification theorem for simple groups with 
abelian S,-subgroups [2, pp. 484-4851, G = G/O(G) r T x Gl x ... x G, , 
where O(G) is the largest normal subgroup of G of odd order, T is a 2-group, 
and Gi g PSL(2, q) (q = 3 or 5 (mod B), or 4 = 29, or J(1 l), or of Ree 
type. Let S be some S,(G). Then, SE T x S, x ... x S, , where for 
each i, Si is an S,(G,). Also, Si is either disjoint from its conjugates in Gi , 
or j Si 1 = 4 or 8. Thus, by Theorem 2.4, Si is not 2-powerful in Gi . 
Now, as S is 2-powerful in G, T is nontrivial. By part (i), C,(O) is nontrivial. 
Let G be a minimal counterexample to our assertion. We distinguish 
between two cases: Z(0) = 0 n C,(O) # E, Z(0) = E. 
Suppose that Z(0) # E. Then, for C, = &(2(O)), we have that 
C, n S # E, G # C, , O,(C,) = E, and G = C,S. There exists Tl a 
2-subgroup of G such that, G = C,OT, , OT, u G, Tl n C, = E, and 
Tl is faithful on 0. Let R be some S,-subgroup of C,(O). As Tl is trivial 
on ROIO, Tl centralizes R. Thus, C, = C,JT,) + 0. Let Rl be an S,- 
subgroup of C, , and S = R,T, . Let 01, /? be involutions in G such that, 
d E C,(T,), (Y fails R, , /3 E OT, , /3 fails TX . 
There exist r E R,#, t E T,# such that 
1 = [c$, rt] = [cu, rt]ep, rt]. 
Therefore, [a, r] = 1 = [/3, t]; a contradiction is reached. 
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Suppose Z(0) = E. Clearly we may assume 0 # E. Let C = C,(O), 
and C, = C,(C). Then, as C, 0 u G, and C nt 0 = E, we have that 
0 C C, . By the minimality of G, C # G, and O,(C) = E. Therefore, 
C g Gl x .*- x G, . Hence, there exists H, a normal subgroup of G, 
such that G = H + C. Also, S = R, + R, , where R, is a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of H and R, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C. This situation leads to a contradiction 
by the same argument used in the end of the first case. 
(iii) (and remark). Let B be minimal 2-powerful in G. Suppose 
B g O,(G) and let b, E B - O,(G). Th en, 6,9 X, where x is some nontrivial 
element of G of odd order, x V b, for some b, E: B#. Let H = Cc(&); then, 
B g f-W). SUPP ose H is 2-constrained. Then, B C K, where K = O,,,(H). 
However, by Theorem 2.1, B centralizes O,,(H), and this is absurd. 
On the other hand, suppose H is 2’-constrained. Let K = O,,(H); then, 
K is not a 2-group. Without loss, x E O,,*(H), B normalizes K,, (=0,(H)(x)), 
G&P,(H)) = Bo > and B, is maximal in B. Let L = K,,B; then, L = 
O&Xx, 4). As b, centralizes O,(L), then so does X. Consequently, 
x E N,(B,). Now apply Theorem 2.1 to get a contradiction. 
Our aim in this section will be to prove 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a nonempty set consisting of at most three involutions. 
If B is 2-powerjul in G then either O,(G) # E or B s D, and (B) d G. 
Henceforth, we assume the hypothesis of the theorem. Let B = {bl , 6, , b3}, 
b,bj = aii for 1 < i < j < 3. Furthermore, whenever (a& contains an 
involution, we denote it by aij . Using Theorem 2.4, we may assume (B) 
nonabelian. We begin with some preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. o(a12) 1 4 01 6, or b, E Z(B). 
Proof. Rewrite al2 as a. Any of the relations ab, %’ 6, , ab, V b, , or 
aebl V b, , imply d’ = 1. While, azb, V b, implies a6 = 1. If o(a) f 4, 6, 
then ab, and aab, commute with b, , and so does b, and b, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 1 B 1 = 2. Then, O,(G) # E. 
Proof. Let B = {b, , b,} and rename al2 , a. By the previous lemma, 
and as (B) is assumed to be nonabelian, o(a) = 4. Let 01 be an invomtion 
in G. Then, cz commutes with an element from each of the following con- 
jugates of B, (4 , U, (4 , aab,}, (a’Jbl , b,}. Thus, easily, OL Q a*; that is, 
a2 E Z(G). 
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LEMMA 3.4 [4, Theorem 4.41. Suppose (B) g D, , Then, either (B) Q G, 
or there exists H, some subgroup of G, such that (B) C H, H s Sym(4), 
and O,(H) _C O,(G). 
Proof of the theorem. The previous lemmas allow us to assume 1 B 1 = 3 
and (B) $ D, . The proof is divided into steps. 
(1) Suppose b, E Z(B). Denote aI2 by a,~, , where a, and u2 are 
elements of (u,~) such that o(q) is odd and o(aJ is a power of two. Suppose 
b, = q2 . If 4 / ~(a,), then from the 2-powerful property of B and Baa, 
b, E Z(G) follows. If b, = u2 then a, = b,b,b, . The fact that B and Bbe 
are 2-powerful in G imply that (b, , b, , b,b,} is %-powerful in G. As this 
set generates a 4-group, O,(G) # E. On the other hand, suppose that 
b, f 212 . If o(aJ = 1, then from the fact that B and u;~‘~Bu~‘~ are 2- 
powerful in G we obtain {b, , b3} is 2-powerful in G, and so we are done 
by Lemma 3.3. If o(u2) > 2, then, that {+ , b3} is 2-powerful follows from 
the 2-powerful property of both B and B”z. If o(u2) = 2, then, S = 
{u;1’2b, , u:‘2b, , b3) is a commutative set. S is 2-powerful in G by considering 
the fact that B u-“‘Bu:‘~, u:‘~BuT~‘* are 2-powerful in G. Thus, in all 
the subcases of {l),’ O,(G) # E. 
By (1) and Lemma 3.2, we may assume O(Q) 1 4 or 6 for all i, j. 
(2) Suppose o(uJ = 6. Let a, and u2 be defined as in (1). We note 
that b,u, = u,b, , and we note also that each of u,b, , u,b,a, fails {bl , b,). 
Thus, (& , a,> @ 4 , and (4 , a2 , b3> is abelian. From the 2-powerful 
property of B and B, = Bulb1 = {u;‘bl (=u,b,), a,b, (=qbJ, b,), we may 
conclude that either S = ((114 , u2, b3} is 2-powerful in G or b, E Z(B). 
For, suppose 01 is some involution in G that fails S. Then, easily, we obtain 
that (Y V {b, , qb,}. Let fi = orb, , y = aqb, . Then, 13 q a,b, . Also, on 
considering the following equations 
(u;lb$ = u;‘b,ab, = u;‘b,b,a = a a 2 3 
/3(u;lb,) = ab2u;1b, = aulb2bl = aa2 , 
and as avu2, we conclude that B v u;‘bl . Hence, B, being 2-powerful 
in G, jl V 6, . As for y, it is easy to check that y q bl . As y q 6, too, we 
conclude that y V 6, . Finally, from {/?, r} %? b, , we conclude that a, (=#) 
and thus, that (a1 , b,) V b, ; consequently, b, E Z(B) and O,(G) # E. 
(3) Suppose o(u12) = 2, O(Q) = 3. Clearly, b$ fails (6, , b3}, and so, 
b, E Z(B); this case is finished by (1). 
(4) Suppose o(%~) = 2, o(uls) = o(u2s) = 4. Furthermore, let w = 
(blb2)bs. If w % b, , then (b, , b3) normalizes (b, , z&. Thus, (b, , zS3) 
centralizes (b, , ,z&. Since B, Bbs, Bb3 are 2-powerful in G, we conclude 
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that (b, , q&r , z~} (=S,) is 2-powerful in G. Similarly, w V b, implies 
(b, , z&s , zrs} (=Ss) is 2-powerful. w V b, implies S, and S, are %-powerful. 
This case is finished. 
Cases (3) and (4) give us the theorem whenever two of the b’s commute. 
(5) Suppose ~(a,,) = o(uia) = 3, and o(a& = 4. Then, bb,l V b, . 
=> b, V b2 (=@). => b!$ %’ 4 . Again, @ (=b$) V ba . + @ % b, . Thus, 
(b2, bb,z) V b, ; in other words, b, centralizes (b, , ba). This case is done by (1). 
(6) Suppose o(ur2) = o(uia) = 4, and let o(uaa) = 3. Since b2 %? b, , 
we have Z$ = ~raqa = ~2. (qa , Q, b,) is elementary abelian and is 
normalized by (b, , ba). Hence, (B)/Z{B) G Sym(4). Denote 6i by (12)(34), 
6, by (13), and 6, by (14). It is easy to verify the following facts: (4 , &a , S,} 
is 2-powerful in Sym(4), (6, , 6,) s (6, , 5,) E D, , and (6,) 6,) z D, . 
From the fact that B, Bzla, Bzls and B ZlaZla are 2-powerful in G, we conclude 
that {q2 , .zr3 , b,} is 2-powerful in G. Thus, O,(G) # E. 
(7) Suppose o(+J = ~(~a) = o(uaa) = 3. Then, bjbibi commutes with 
b, whenever I(i, j, K}I = 3. Since (b@,)(b&J = b$(b3Q2 b, = blb2, it 
follows that V = (b$b, , b$b, , b$bl) is a 4-group. B normalizes V and 
H = (B) s Sym(4). If b, is identified with (12), and b, with (13), then 
b, identifies with (14). On considering B, B(13)(24), we conclude that ((13), 
(14), (34)) is 2-p owerful in G. We are done by Lemma 3.4. 
(8) Suppose o(u12) = o(ui3) = o(u~~) = 4. Let xl2 = u:~, xls = uf3, 
z23 = ui3 . Then, we have the following conjugates of B, 
B, = B = {b, , 6, , U, 
B, = Bbl = V, , b,.+ , b34, 
B, = Bba = Vv,, , b,, bd, 
B, = Bbs = {b,z,, , b,z,, , b,}. 
On considering the fact that all these conjugates are 2-powerful in G, it 
is easy to prove that S = {zr2 , zia , 23 I } is also 2-powerful in G. Clearly, 
we may assume that / S 1 = 3. Let 01 = b,z,, , and consider the possible 
commutations between 01 and elements of B, . Then, 
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Hence, S contains at least two distinct commuting elements. This type 
of a 2-powerful set in G was covered by cases (3) and (4). The proof of the 
theorem is finished. 
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